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ounds of ululation and traditional drums filled 

Bungeni stadium as the community came to He added that as it is his department's line of duty, he is Switness the inauguration of Hosi Given Bungeni on aware that Hosi Given Bungeni has not been allocated a 
ththe 16  of August  2018. Vehicle as yet and there is also a need to upgrade the 

Addressing overjoyed residents on behalf of the Premier, Bungeni Health Centre and the Stadium. “ As a department 

CoGHSTA MEC , Jerry Ndou expressed how impressed he we have noted that, all issues that have been raised will be 

was with the Royal Family and Traditional Council for being attended to as soon as financial resources are available,” he 

prompt in identifying the newly inaugurated Hosi Bungeni as assured residents.

their Traditional Leader without disputes. In response to the address made by the MEC, Hosi Given 

MEC Ndou further  acknowledged the challenges that Bungeni said he was grateful for the efforts made by the 

residents and the Traditional Council of Bungeni are department to support the ceremony as it was handled in 

currently facing. “We are aware of other challenges that are dignified manner. He further indicated that as the Traditional 

continuously receiving attention of our government such as Leader of Bungeni , his main aim will be to serve his people 

the bad state of a 5 km gravel road that connects Chabane by making follow ups to the promises made by MEC Ndou 

and Bungeni Villages, needs for Personnel in the Traditional and make more major improvements to his community.

Council office, Furniture, and Security Guards,”he said.  

THE MABUNDA DYNASTY CHEERED AS HOSI GIVEN BUNGENI WAS INAUGURATED

Recognition: Limpopo House of Traditional Leaders Chairperson, Kgoshi Malesela Dikgale congratulates Hosi Given Bungeni as he receives his certificate of recognition as the Senior Traditional Leader of Bungeni.

thChuckle: MEC Ndou congratulates Hosi Given Bungeni during his inaugural ceremony on the 16 of 

August 2018.

Celebratory mood: Local traditional dance groups formed part of the entertainment line up for the day.
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